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Abstract 

Mnemonic patterning schemes in the Pacific engender the acquisition of esoteric knowledges 
through multifaceted processes of doing, traditionally providing capacities to not only achieve 
target destinations (most dramatically exemplified by Central Caroline navigators reaching an 
island landfall in a vast and complex Pacific world) but to also claim clan allegiance and land 
possession facilitated by these schemes and communal epistemologies.  Traditional narratives 
expand beyond these practical applications, challenging colonially induced notions of island 
isolation and dependency and opening potential instructional use of mathematically reflective 
cosmologies of which Pacific-wide heavenly strata provide but one example.  As a long-time 
practicing librarian in the Pacific – and not as a mathematician – I have found over that time an 
appreciation for the wordless dimensions of indigenous practices within lives that exhibit the 
deep communal  nature of environmental interpretations that have helped me better appreciate 
my own wordless dimensions of understanding the world around me. 

Keywords: Lines, Indigenous Cartography, Oceania, Epistemology, Colonialism  - Spatial 
Perspective, Mnemonics.       

Introduction 
        It appears that I may have actually come to appreciate ethnomathematics – coincidentally as 

a librarian - from an unwritable - perhaps even an expressively unreachable - appreciation for the 

epistemological fractions of Pacific cultures that have complimented my own largely ingrained 

and evolutionary responses to environments into which I was born and through which I have 

imaginatively been propelled throughout my life (Goetzfridt, 2012).  Perhaps the only 

discernable and justifiable distinctiveness of those environments is the contrast that exists in my 

own reflections of them now – namely the far Minnesota fields of snow and ice that I once 

traversed on skis and snowmobiles and which I now traverse only in memory and the Pacific 

‘fields’ of an endless ocean that have surrounded me for so long.  That in itself does not make me 

unique except in the context that it does for everyone – namely in our distinctive interpretations 
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of reality based not only upon the unmapped dimensions that draw from our origins but also 

upon those nuances of “culture” that situate our sensitivities toward influences.  My overall 

proclivity toward the linear dimensions of those ‘fields’ may actually and subsequently exhibit 

the extent to which my past and future experiences in ethnomathematical considerations have 

served and will serve to satisfy that wordless appreciation of cultures not my own.  As such, I 

exist within these fields not so much as an academic sojourner planning future researches but 

rather as one speaking for now from the consequences of those nuances and influential contexts.     

        I recently published a paper (Goetzfridt 2016) that attempts to tease out a few examples of 

praxis and the rootedness of cultural lines that slowly became clearer to me during my decades-

long life in the Pacific.  They reflect communal values and perceptions in indigenous identities 

that are each distinctive in the context not only of environments that have had such powerful 

roles in these perceptions and within ethnomathematical applications that have functioned so 

effectively.  But these consciousnesses are also distinctive within the many Pacific histories and 

characteristics of colonialism, acculturation and inevitable social and cultural changes.  The 

modern cartographic line is distinct from traditional means of conveying a story or even the 

components of an esoteric language, reflecting a society’s cultural context upon which surface 

lines of interpretation indeed represent a conflicting means to an end.  But it is that means – its 

functionality in the context of “culture” and history – which makes for an inevitable clash – and 

if not a clash then a necessary search for appeasement on the side of the colonialist – between 

whether this cultural line and story of origin leading from one place to another can co-exist in a 

contemporary need for speed, directness, and arrival at a destination.  The extent of this struggle 

(if it can be called a struggle) varies not in the context of my own outsider imaginings but rather 
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in the context of reality – THAT reality upon which the lines have originated from in the first 

place.   

      The simple line, as a generic function of space construction and expression in designs or in 

cartographic renditions of geography, can often become the antithesis of an independent and 

sovereign basis for communal realities and legitimacies.  Contemporary maps subsume the 

wayfarer’s historical and culturally based forging and expression of that forging into a path that 

epitomizes an ownership of space and its containment through featureless, functional lines 

moving a traveler purely from Point A to Point B and that insist on a linear universality. This 

universality cuts spaces into territorial lines of control as the historical and cultural distinctions 

between wayfaring and transport are lost.  However, in the context of indigenous, communal arts 

of both physical expression and action – of movement – the line possesses the power of 

sovereignty of thought, history, and ideas of space and, indeed, of movement. These lines form 

the patterns that identify the values and realities that are integral to a people’s being, their 

understandings of the world, and the will to express them.  In another sense the simple line can 

indeed be the antithesis of this freedom but at the same time, it is a powerful instrument for 

rendering space, distance, travel, and communal values in patterns as the foundations for cultural 

and societal preservation. 

      The problem with referring to this vast part of the planet as “the Pacific” or even worse, “the 

South Pacific” (there is also the “North Pacific” influenced and historically administered by the 

United States) is that it provides a convenience of reference for “us” in a slightly more abstract 

sense than was the case when French explorer Jules Dumont d’Urville lineally divided Oceania 

into three sections in 1831 within which were also interjected racial structures that made it much 

easier for “us” to classify peoples as either Micronesian, Polynesian, or Melanesian.    One could 
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then make wide ethnic, observational swaths across the Pacific after the first intrepid European 

explorers recorded lines of contact that became historically distinct in terms of the pseudo-

universal impacts that imperialism brings in time – degrees being relative to the conditions upon 

which the reigns of such impacts influence communal consciousnesses and lines of thinking as a 

whole.  The contrast and in many cases, the clash between European assumptions of 

individualism – the notion of discrete and unassailable personhood – and the communal nature of 

Pacific peoples both established and absorbed by their histories and their distinctive recollections 

on the basis of local political and social expediencies – can be extreme.  The extent of this 

extremity may in turn have a direct, albeit winding road – or line – to the befuddlement colonial 

policy makers have sometimes expressed to charges of usurping indigenous methods of knowing 

that form values and veins of historical identity through the imposition of universal notions of, in 

our case, educational approaches to the teaching of mathematics.  For many European policy 

makers, these have not been impositions but really derivatives from another communal nature 

that draws its foundations from the achievements and successes of European discoverers 

throughout the ages.  One could actually believe that its communal nature is not the antithesis of 

the communal natures of the Pacific and is in fact much greater in terms of its human content and 

time and is bound together through a shared history and subsequent verifications. Is that not the 

essence of a communal environment?  The problem, however, is that its comprehension rewards 

the success of individuals along with the subsequent, at best, neutrality of those unsuccessful in 

its mastery.  There are consequences to be had in this communal regiment.   

       As I noted in my Journal of Mathematics & Culture paper (Goetzfridt 2012), the long history 

of colonial influences and the dramatic and elongated colonial interventions in the Pacific 

(generally “America” to the North, England to the South, and France to the southeast) have 
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predisposed scholarship to those antecedents of scope engendered by respective colonial powers 

– albeit for the positive, integrative impact that Pacific focused conferences have had in the past 

couple decades.  I noted that Per Hage’s 1978 explication of mnemonic structures used by 

traditional navigators from Polowat atoll in the Central Caroline Islands is a particularly 

noteworthy, early example of this integrative, hegemonically freed scholarship, given the 

juxtaposition of this analysis with comparative elements that are reflective of epistemologies 

among the Iatmul people (Sepik River area, Papua New Guinea) in the mnemonic retrieval 

schemes used as important clan mythological naming referents (Goetzfridt 2012, 230).  Hage 

outlines the “phonetically and semantically interacting” patterning of mnemonic name cycles 

that aid in the recollection of totemic names which are crucial for clan identification and 

communal and land standing or position.  The geographic, cartographic schemata used in 

Polowat voyaging repertoires offer - in similar structures - linear links between destination points 

composed of real and imagined reference islands and marine creatures indigenous to the islands 

concerned.  Mnemonic patterning in both systems engenders the acquisition of esoteric 

knowledges in which names in relation to “myths” in both socio-cultural instances  are learned, 

remembered, and used (perhaps most importantly in the assertion of one’s position or one’s 

clan’s position in either society) through the process of doing.  While as both Hage and Diaz 

(2015) note, the resultant implications are essential not only for, in the case of Polowat 

navigators, achieving landfall, they are also culturally significant in terms of the recollection of 

“traditions”, “myths” or stories derived from the practical utilization and, in the case of the 

Polowatese people, mnemonic linear structures that have both practical and deeper meanings that 

guide the social worlds of their practitioners.  One might consider the Hage example to be 

indicative or at least suggestive of what a breakage of the continental imposition of the image of 
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the isolated “island” (Ibid.) might convey in terms of the egalitarian nature of the academic and 

human imperative against imperialism. 

       The premise of Pacific personhood is, by its very nature, contradictory and perhaps even 

ironic.  Complex responses and issues of acculturation within distinctively colonized Pacific 

societies have led to individualized, inter-island and inter-societal responses.   Lieber considered 

a person of Oceania to actually be “a locus of shared biographies: personal histories of people’s 

relationships with other people and with things.  The relationship defines the person, not vice 

versa” (Leiber  1990, 72).  Rather than think of indigenous Pacific people as individuals, Geertz 

(1973, 364-367) also considered them better referred to as “cosociates” although this has also 

historically facilitated the classification of native peoples into what Howard describes as a 

ranking of “peoples along a linear sequence from savagery to civilization” with race becoming 

“indexical of group character, including moral character” (Howard 1990, 264).  And it may very 

well be that restrictive island land spaces and subsequent close associations with kinship links 

and thus linkages to one’s environment have subsequently ensured, throughout time, the 

contribution of the most organic of elements to the construction of these Pacific personhoods.  

European mobility and the diasporic feigning of geographic links have led to its antithesis and to 

the individualism that subsequently makes contemporary opposition to the universality of 

mathematics so, well, mysterious to these individuals that have had a role in its propagation.   

       But as Tongan scholar Epeli Hau’ofa  (1994) has so famously conceptualized,  the ocean has 

always been a complex composite of routes of communication that, in contrast to the forever 

“belittling” attitudes, policies, and practices of colonial administrators, established and continues 

to sustain a “sea of islands” in a vast expanse that requires even traditional epics to embellish 

themselves in order  to adequately reflect this vastness – a vastness that completely contradicts 
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the idea of isolated islands that have justified colonial  ideas of native dependency.  And in the 

age of the internet and jet travel, communication and mutual support between islands and 

kinships only continue to grow on a global scale. 

      In an environmentalist sense of this Pacific time and place, distinctive as those times and 

places are, it also behooves us to be reminded of the role of an educational system’s curriculum, 

for good or worse, as essentially being designed “to pursue goals created, negotiated, and 

accepted by society” (D’Ambrosio 2013).  ‘Environment’ can be as nebulous and thus as 

undeveloped a concept as the concept of ‘information’ – particularly if it is encompassed in an 

island environment where this curriculum - negotiated elsewhere - is imposed and thus denuded 

of its evolutionary foundations and linked to the ‘information’ upon which this foundation is 

subsequently dependent.  At one level, it is the same old dualistic conflict between a formerly 

righteous narrativity of colonial power and influence debunked through forces of time and a kind 

of metaphysical recapitulation of wrong and right, leading to influential reconciliation with the 

oppressed through global forces of change.  At another level – and one could argue at a higher 

and more ingrained, indigenously cellular level – is a conflict of native “primordial 

connectedness of landedness” (Diaz 2015, 91) from the perspective of indigenous epistemologies 

and cartographies as they apply to traditional Micronesian navigational techniques.   Colonial 

constructions of “the island” and the physical isolationism with which “the island” is imbued 

miss, in “related apprehensions of land” (Ibid.  90) made conventional, defendable, and simply 

assumptive by these continentalisms, the indigenous epistemologies clearly evident in native 

cartographies on land and at sea (Goetzfridt 2016).     

      In his examination of the aesthetics of this narrativity of an Oceanic place, Diaz (2015) 

focuses on the navigational techniques of etak and pookof – the former involving the 
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segmentation of a voyage to conceptualize time and space in a scheme of moving islands and a 

stationary canoe (Goetzfridt  2012, 225-227) and the latter concerned with an environmental 

reading of sea creatives indigenous to islands in this scheme whose realization - in the face of 

life and death scenarios at sea – depends upon ritualistic narratives of ancestral and 

contemporary master navigators (Ibid., pp.230-234).  Both involve the faith of vision in the 

destination island before a voyage even commences that is in turn dependent upon these 

narratives that, for example, lead to pilot whales awaiting the voyager to the east of Guam before 

the island can even be seen.   

      Besides the fact that these natural elements, these creatures of this indigenous space and 

traditional chants or “words of work” on land and in sea often lead to accomplished results 

(survival at sea not being the least) and in time in many societies, honorific titles, is the 

understanding of wayfinding and island reaching discernments – birds, phosphorescence, the 

creatures of pookof - that expand islands many miles outward and thus diminish the isolative 

nature of an “island” that, in its “political fiction” of isolation, is however “necessary . . . in the 

constructedness of ideas of continentalness.  Products of continental thinking, islands can better 

be understood as instrumentalities in opposition to which continental thinking could imagine 

itself into being, and imagine this being to be epicenters as big, cosmopolitan, sophisticated, 

worldly things and people” (Diaz 2015, p. 101).  And therein lie the contours and the contexts of 

forms upon which analytical frameworks are or are not grounded upon this cosmopolitan 

conceptualization that in political, conceptual, and historically driven acculturative presences, 

restrict the means by which a cartography of indigenous proportions and locations can take its 

place in the expression of thought, practice, and by extension, the justices of freedom and peace. 
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      The problem of course with looking at mathematics as a culture free, universal reality of the 

world is that it requires distinctive peoples – and in this case, in the Pacific – to adapt.  They 

must drop or at least seriously compromise whatever self-imposed and self-developed 

pretentions they have about their environment and their communal values connected to that 

environment and adapt to what this universal western mathematical and scientific world tells 

them to adapt to – that is, if they really want to understand reality for what it is.  After all, if 

indigenous values related to an environment and to practices tied to coping or dealing or thriving 

in that environment are to be sacrificed for some assumed greater measure of the world, then it 

can only be done by imperialistic or colonial methods.  Either that or we begin to understand 

these Pacific indigenous environments for what they are and separated from the demand of a 

universal interpretation of mathematical approach and of reality itself.  One writer who has done 

considerable work on the diverse counting systems in Papua New Guinea and on how indigenous 

peoples of this country respond or do not respond to the teaching of western mathematics in the 

classroom, considered western mathematics to be, as his paper title in an issue of Race & Class 

reads, “The Secret Weapon of Cultural Imperialism” (Bishop 1990).  He rejected the conveyance 

of Western mathematics to Papua New Guinea school children as being a “dehumanized, 

objectified, ideological world-view” as well as the use of this conveyance to control social and 

even physical environments.  Here again we have the simple questions of what constitutes reality 

for what people and what determines the applicability of a mathematical approach bound within 

a specific indigenous heritage? 

       While one could paint a life and death-like scenario when thinking and revealing cultural 

and societal heritages and histories in terms of what has been lost and what is unrecoverable, one 

can also recognize that many things are not really permanent or ground into a consciousness of a 
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people to such an extent that even the all-encompassing acculturating forces of America in 

Micronesia, for example, have had no impact on the way children count, draw lines, and judge 

distances.  This is a way of thinking however that honors the past and it is a way of thinking that 

is responsible for the common thread of cultural expression that we often hear about, particularly 

as it relates to indigenous, noninstrumental navigators of the past (and the small numbers of 

navigators of the present), to family structure and communal values and practices, and so on. By 

thinking that many things are not really permanent, we can perhaps believe that there are values 

that nevertheless allow even traditions that are not practiced in the present to live on and to live 

on with pride.  These values resurrect the navigators of the past, the experts of knot divination, 

and as we see very clearly in contemporary handicrafts, traditional ideas of patterns and the 

meanings of those patterns. 

      There was a time when Hawaiians understood cosmology to be a number of circular and 

domed heavens.  Like people of the Tuamotu Archipelago, the Hawaiians had a division of 

several strata.  Each Polynesian society had distinctive understandings of these strata and their 

hierarchical structures in relation to the heavenly bodies that inhabited each level.  Part of the 

Hawaiian word for horizon – kukulu-o-ka-lani – kukulu – refers to a “’wall’ or ‘vertical 

structure’ and was used to denote the four pillars that were the principle supports of the heavenly 

dome” (Akerblom 1968, 15).  Hawaiians also had a concept of a celestial sphere composed of 

zones with each division defined by the “parallels of declination” that denoted the sun’s path at 

the points of the summer and winter solstices as well as the celestial equator and as one writer 

described it, “a southerly parallel of declination whose angular distance from the equator was 

twice that of the other two parallels” (Ibid., 19). 
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      According to anthropologist Ward Goodenough - one of the first anthropologists to study 

Chuukese culture and society after the end of World War II - the Chuukese people also had a sky 

world in their cosmology and called it Kachaw which was often mistaken by European scholars 

as a Carolinian name for the island of Kosrae.  A German scholar from the 1920s wrote that this 

sky world was conceptualized as a “disc bounded by the horizon” and the “expanse of heaven . . 

. likened to a great, upturned bowl.  The space between the world below and the zenith was 

divided into several layers or distinct heavens” (Bollig 1927, 3-6, – cited in Goodenough, 1986, 

557).  Goodenough described characteristics of individual layers, beginning with the lower level, 

“Soaring Heaven,” as being composed of winds, air, and birds; and the “Singing Place,” which 

lay next to a path the souls of the dead followed on their way to heaven, although the path itself 

turned these souls to irresponsible dance and song that distracted them away from their final 

heavenly abode.  Two other lands above the “Singing Place” provided places of rest for souls 

traveling to find their final resting places.  Goodenough also noted that “as objects,” these places 

“may have been the evening and morning star.”  And as I noted (Goetzfridt 2012), Goodenough 

also described layers beyond these transitory levels that were occupied by the gods, including the 

center of the Under Vault or Under Brow level where the chief of the gods resided.  From the 

Chuukese perspective, “the sky world and the sea world seemed to merge at the horizon” beyond 

which was a “vast, unified expanse” (Goodenough 1986, 558). 

      What Micronesian student or any student for that matter would not be fascinated by this 

description of an indigenous perception – and there are other descriptions less and more 

complicated – of the way that their ancestors looked toward the sky and at the sky and the 

importance these conceptualizations held in their lives?  That, and the fact that Polynesians – 

Hawaiians for example – held somewhat similar views of the structures of the sky and the levels 
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of which it was composed.  These similarities are in themselves interesting but even more 

interesting is the question of why such distinct and distant cultures had such similarities.  Could 

they be based on ancient communications between these peoples that are lost to time?  Or is it 

simply a matter of acknowledging a fundamental Pacific mid-set if you will or capacity or a 

tendency to think of the distant horizons which create such fascinating conceptualizations?  We 

can even go further with this if we wish.  And like much of Pacific histories and cultures, the 

extent that we can go is really only limited by our imaginations.  And by that I don’t mean 

making things up but rather the imagination as it relates to how these histories and cultures are to 

be approached, expressed, and examined down one road or another road or another road or 

another road. 

       We are not in these cases harnessing an ethnomathematical practice of the moment but we 

are rather harnessing the potential of a child’s imagination based upon the cultural premises of 

his or her own experiences in that culture.  If we wanted to use a somewhat more straightforward 

ethnomathematical practice of Pacific heritage, we could point to the navigator’s concept of etak.  

Etak, in its most straightforward form, is simply a method of dividing a journey between a home 

island and an out-of-sight island and thus being able to tell where one is on that journey.  In a 

voyaging strategy with six etak segments between two islands, a reference island off to the side 

is aligned with specific stars in order to create individual segments.  When one has gone through 

three segments, one is of course halfway to one’s destination.  Simple division and a heritage 

based concept of alignment are applicable and teachable here. 

Conclusion 

        Given that the assignment for this paper is to reflect upon my own past in relation to my 

past scholarship, I would imagine that there may be at least some nuances of expectations of 
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definitiveness in terms of what I might tell readers outside of the Pacific about the Pacific and 

particularly as it relates to the core missions of the Journal of Mathematics and Culture.  Nuances 

and instances and examples I can give but a finality of expression I cannot.  I am reminded in 

this sense of my own ignorance of place, space, and time when my initial adaptability to the 

Pacific as I first arrived from the metropolis of Milwaukee was bound by the safeguards not only 

of my expectations and the initial administrative protections I consciously gleaned from as a 

beginning Peace Corps Volunteer in Fiji but also by the defensive nature of perceptual 

classifications.  And these classifications, although I could not name them at the time, essentially 

revolved around race, poverty, and practices that were not only uncommon to me but which 

constituted the wrongful aberrations of the one reality from which I had yet to be liberated.  My 

story would have to be one of those psychological explanations of how one encounters and 

ultimately deals with grief and death.  It is particularly the denial stage that protects one from 

ever having to encounter anger – anger ultimately not in the context of these practices which 

nevertheless were carried out for some time in a kind of tender tolerance for my belittling of 

them but rather that anger that rises up after the fact and which must be then reconciled into the 

realities upon which one has been lifted.  And it was and it is in that lifting – upon my own 

personalized scales of effort that nevertheless could not have been possible save for the patience 

and compassion of “the other” that I so stubbornly held for some time at arm’s length – that has 

made it possible for me to understand what little I do about the Pacific and its peoples today. 

       One can always say that when one changes it is a bad idea to revert one’s self emotionally 

back to this ignorance, given that the reliving of it is really not only trying to re-realize the 

incorrigible man but in a sense to also assail the progress made and the realities seen.  But 

perhaps this time travel led by discernable points of consciousness is needed to help insure the 
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humility upon which the finality of ideas about other societies, places, dreams, and senses of love 

is as unreachable as the strata of horizons toward which we all aspire. 
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